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/V-BODY SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS WITH
FINITELY MANY BOUND STATES

W. D. EVANS AND ROGER T. LEWIS

Abstract. In this paper we consider a class of second-order elliptic operators

which includes atomic-type /V-body operators for N > 2 . Our concern is the

problem of predicting the existence of only a finite number of bound states cor-

responding to eigenvalues below the essential spectrum. We obtain a criterion

which is natural for the problem and easy to apply as is demonstrated with

various examples. While the criterion applies to general second-order elliptic

operators, sharp results are obtained when the Hamiltonian of an atom with an

infinitely heavy nucleus of charge Z and N electrons of charge 1 and mass ¿

is considered.

1. Introduction

The eigenvalues below the essential spectrum of a Schrödinger operator have

eigenfunctions which are called bound states in nonrelativistic quantum me-

chanics since a particle in such a state cannot leave the system without addi-

tional energy. The operators considered here will be bounded below. Hence,

below the least point X of the essential spectrum, the spectrum consists of

eigenvalues of finite multiplicity and there is either a finite number of them or

a sequence which clusters at X.

Consider the formal Schrödinger operator P = -A + q on Kn where q is

a real-valued function in Lloc(E") and q_ := max(-q, 0) G Lf0C(Rn) for some

p> n/2. If

inf{(Ptp, tp): tp G C0°°(R"),  HpII = 1} > -oo,

where (•,•)> II • II are the L (M") inner product and norm, then P admits a

unique selfadjoint realization H in L (R") which is bounded below: see Kato

[14] for this result and Agmon [1, Chapter 3] for an up-to-date treatment. If q

is bounded below in a neighborhood of infinity it is known that the behavior of
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q(x) for large values of x determines whether the number of bound states of

H is finite or infinite. Most of the work done on this problem has dealt with

this special case: the literature is extensive—see [10, 11, 24] and the references

cited therein. The assumption that q is bounded below near co is too severe

as regards atomic type Schrödinger operators since it allows only for 2-body

potentials. To illustrate, consider the Hamiltonian of an atom with an infinitely

heavy nucleus of charge Z and N electrons of charge 1 and mass j .

N   r 7

v=E -¿,-á¡
í=i L Ia I

Here x'eR" is the coordinate of the ith electron and A; denotes the Laplacian

in R" with respect to the variable x'. The (N + l)-body Schrödinger operator

PN thus acts in R,yN and has potential

^^ \x \ ^^       \x   — X  \(=1 Ia I      i<i<j<N Ia       a  I

which is bounded below at infinity only if N = 1 (when q(x) = -Z/\x\ ). How-

ever, for N = 2 and Z < 1 , Uchiyama [30] proved that H2, the selfadjoint

realization of P2, has only a finite number of bound states. For N > 2 Zhislin

proved in [37] that HN has a finite number of bound states if Z < N - 1, after

proving earlier in [36] that the number is infinite if Z > N - 1 . Subsequently

(see [31, 33, 35]) the case Z = N - I was settled, establishing that HN has a

finite number of bound states if and only if Z < N - 1 .

In this paper we consider a class of second-order elliptic operators which

includes multiparticle Schrödinger operators like PN . We deal specifically with

the problem of predicting the existence of only a finite number of bound states

and obtain a criterion which is natural for the problem and easy to apply, as

we demonstrate in a variety of examples. When restricted to the the operator

PN our result easily recovers the criterion of Uchiyama [30] and Zhislin [36];

namely, that Z < N-1 . Also the result, due to Zhislin and colleagues, that there

is only a finite number of bound states if the potential is short range is a simple

consequence of our result. We follow the general spirit of Agmon's excellent

lecture notes [1] where the main interset is on bounds for eigenfunctions of

A-body Schrödinger operators. Our methods are geometric in nature as were

those of Uchiyama and Zhislin. The use of geometric methods in the study of

A-body systems dates back to early work of Zhislin [35] but their systematic use

is attributable to Enss [9], Deift and Simon [5], Morgan [17] and Simon [28].

Furthermore, the techniques of Sigal in [25, 26, 27] have also influenced our

approach. We refer the reader to Chapter 3 of Cycon, Froese, Kirsh and Simon

[4] for extra details and references: we express our gratitude to Professor Simon

for making available to us an early preprint of this chapter. Also we wish to

thank our colleague Yoshimi Saitö for many helpful discussions concerning this

problem.

+
i<i<i<N \X XJ
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We shall stick closely to the notation used by Agmon in [1]. For any open

set Q in R" , Hl(Q) will denote the Sobolev space of all functions ugL (Q)
2 1

such that the first distributional derivatives are in L (Q) ; H (Q) is a Hubert

space with norm defined by

,2
/(|Vw|2 + |w|2)(/x.

JQ1       Jn

We shall also need the Kato space M(R") defined as follows. Let

,2-rt

six,y) =

for x , y G R" . Then, u G M(Rn) if ug L^fR") and

Urn f       \u(y)\g(x,y)dy = 0
r^°JB(x,r)

uniformly in x g R" , where B(x, r) is the ball with center x, radius r, in

Rn. We shall denote by MXoc(R") the space of functions u which are such that

for every xel" there exists a neighborhood U of x such that ivug M(R"),

where Xu is tne characteristic function of If .

2. The general case

Let
n

(1) P^-Y.d^dj + q
i,j=i

in R" , where 9. denotes ¿jj and

(i) each a'J is a bounded, continuous, real-valued function on R" ;

(ii)  the matrix  A(x) = (aIJ(x))   is symmetric and its smallest eigenvalue

p(x) is a positive continuous function on R" ;

(hi)  q G L\QQ(Rn) ;

(iv) q_:=max(-q,0)GMXoc(Rn).

The assumption q_ G MXoc(R") in (iv) ensures that the following result of

Schechter [23, Theorem 7.3, p. 138] holds: for any e > 0 and any compact

subset K of R" there exists a constant C(e, K) such that

(iv)' / q_\<p\2dx<e [ \V<p\2dx + C(e, K) f \tp\2dx
JK JK JK

for all tp g C^°(K). This in fact is all we require and it is not necessary that

q_ G A/loc(R"). Indeed, in §4, Example 6, we deal with short range poten-

tials (when q_ g L"' (Rn)) which satisfy the above inequality but are not in

M,oc(R") . We assume (iv) in order that we may readily use some results of

Agmon [1] when we discuss the ./V-body problem in §3.
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Following Agmon [1], we shall use the notation

n

(VAcp,VA<p):= J2 aiJdj<pd&
1,7=1

and

|V^|2:=(V^,V^).

Associated with P is the sesquilinear form p defined by

P[<P,¥]:= ¡   {(V4tp,V4y/) + qçoy7}dx
JR"

for tp, ip g C^°(R"), and we write p[tp, tp] as p[tp]. We shall denote the

usual norm and inner product on L (R") by || • || and (•, •) respectively. The

Euclidean norm and inner product on R" will be denoted by | • | and {•, •)

respectively.

Proposition 1. Let (i)-(iv) be satisfied and suppose that

(2) "L(P):=    sup   [inf{p[tp]: tp g C™(R" \K) and \\<p\\ = I}] >-oo.
K compact

Then p is a densely defined symmetric form which is bounded below and closable

in L2(R").

The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix 1 but it is essentially Theo-

rem 3.2 of Agmon [1]. If a is a positive constant such that

(3) P[<p] + a\\<p\\2>\\tp\\2,        cpGC™(R"),

then (/>[•] -I- a\\ • ||2)'' is a norm on C^°(Rn) and these norms are equivalent

for all such a. If V denotes the completion of C^°(R") with respect to one of

these norms then it is continuously embedded in L (R") and when identified

with a subspace of L (Rn) it is the domain of the closure p of p in L (R").

By the First Representation Theorem [15, p. 322] there is a selfadjoint operator

H which is bounded below and is uniquely determined by the properties

(4) (a)       2(H) = {u: ugV , Pug L2(Rn)};     Hu = Pu;

(b)       p[u, v] = (Hu, v),     for every u g21(H) and v G V.

This operator H is the same as that determined by Agmon in [1,Theorem 3.2],

where it is also proved that

(5) 2(H) = {u:uGL2(Rn)nHxJR"),  queL^i*"),  PugL2(R")},

(6) infa(//) = A(/)):=inf{p[ç)]:9'eC0co(R''),  ||p|| = l},

(7) inf oe(H) = l(P),

where a(H) and ae(H) denote the spectrum and essential spectrum of H

respectively and "L(P) is defined in (2). Note that in (4)(a) and (5), Pu is to
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be interpreted in the distributional sense. The original version of (7), under a

stronger hypothesis, is due to Persson [20].

To proceed, we need other characterizations of l.(P) obtained by Agmon in

[1]. First we require the following definitions.

Definition 2. For co G Sn~l = {co G Rn: \co\ = 1}, S G (0, n) and R > 0

define the truncated cone

T(co: Ô, R):= {xgR": (x,co)> \x\ cos¿,  \x\ > R} .

Let

and

ï(co:â,R) := inf{p[tp]: tp g C™(V(co: S, R)),  \\tp\\ = 1},

K(co: P) := lim lim l(co:ô,R).

Definition 3. For x G Rn , R>0, and B(x, R) := {y G Rn : \y - x\ < R}, let

AR(x: p):=inf{p[tp]: tp G C0°° (B(x, /?)) ,  ||p|| = 1}.

The results of Agmon [1] that we shall need are contained in

Proposition 4.

(i) K(-: P) is lower semicontinuous on Sn~l and

(8) l(P) = min{K(co:P):coGSn~1}.

(ii) AR(x: P) is continuous in (x, R) on Rn x R+ and

(9) I.(P)= Urn liminfAJx.P).
R-*oo \x\—>oo

Part (i) of Proposition 4 and (7) motivate the first of the four parts of our

basic hypothesis ß?. Actually this part will not be needed until Corollary 11

and our main Theorem 12.

ß?(l)   Suppose that K(co: P) assumes its minimum at only a finite

number of points {cok : k = 1,2, ..., m} C S"~l , i.e. for every

co G S"~   \ {cok : k = 1, 2, ... , m} and k = 1,2, ... , m

L(P) = K(cok: P) < K(co : P).

A form of the main theorem, Theorem 12 below, does hold when K(co : P)

assumes its minimum on a proper subset of S"~l with a sufficiently smooth

boundary. The authors intend to study the ramifications of that fact in later

work. For A-body atomic-type systems, it is reasonable to require that

K(co : PN) assume its minimum at only a finite number of points cok on S"~l ;

see Agmon [ 1 ] and the discussion in §3 below. In this case the equivalent hypoth-

esis for a finite number of bound states is that I3 > Z.(PN), where X3 denotes

the infimum of the spectra of all possible "three-cluster decompositions" of the

(A^ + l)-body Hamiltonians, the latter being (A- l)-body Hamiltonians. The
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case in which I3 = Z(PN) can be somewhat pathological resulting in the Efimov

effect (see [7, 8]). We shall elaborate on these notions in §3 but for a compre-

hensive account, including full definitions and an up-to-date list of references

we refer the reader to [4, 21, 22].

Geometric methods have proved to be fundamental in the study of qualitative

spectral analysis of many-body Hamiltonians. A key ingredient is the so-called

IMS localization formula associated with a partition of unity defined in

Definition 5. A family of functions {Jp}oeB indexed by a set B is called a

partition of unity if

(i) 0<Jß(x)< 1, xel",

(Ü) EßeB J¡ix) = 1, * € R" ,

(iii)  {Jn}neB is locally finite, i.e. for any compact set K in R" we have

JA\K = 0 for all but a finite number of ß G B ,

(iv) JßGC°°(Rn) for all ß G B ,

(v) supXGr(E«G5|vy„(x)r)< CO

Lemma 6 (The IMS localization formula). // {Jß}ß€B  is a partition of unity

and Q is an open subset of R", then for any tp G C^R"),

dx.[ \\VAtp\2 + q\tp\2]dx = Y, [ [|V4(/^)|2 + ^|/^|2-|V^|2|^
Jnt J ftBJaL

Proof. An elementary calculation gives

IV^V)|2 = Jß\VA<p\2 + \VAJß\2\<p\2 + 2-(VAJ¡,VA\tp\2)

on using the fact that the matrix A(x)  is symmetric.   On substituting in the
2

right-hand side of the asserted identity, and recalling that YJÖ Jß = 1 the result

follows.

The IMS localization formula is credited to Ismagilov [13], Morgan [17] and

Morgan and Simon [18]; Sigal [25] recognized its importance to the problem

studied here. It is usually stated in terms of operators (see [4, p. 28]) but we

need it in the above form.

Next, we introduce a simple partition of unity which plays a leading role in

what follows. Although the cluster decompositions used in partitions of unity in

related papers are not mentioned specifically here or in the applications to the

(N + l)-body Hamiltonians in §3, their existence does underlie our construction.

This will be made clear in §3.

Lemma 7. Let {T(cok: ôk, j)}k"=x be mutually disjoint truncated cones asso-

ciated with points {cok}'k=x on S"~] . Then there exists a partition of unity

{J0, Jx, J2} which satisfies the following conditions:

(i) supple B(0, 1);

(ii) suppJ, c(j'k=xT(cok:ö, ¿);
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(hi)  supp/2cR"\Ur=irK:^/2'5)u5(°'3);
(iv) Jx and J2 are homogeneous of degree zero in R"\B(0, 1);

(v) for any e > 0 there exists a constant C > 0 such thate

2      ._ T ,   ,,2  ^ ,   , ,   ,2  .   „  , ,   ,2-,,   ,-2
|Vy,(x)r + |V/2(x)r < {eJfxf + CEJ2(xf}\x

for all xeR"\ß(0, 1).

The proof is given in Appendix 2.

Hereafter we shall denote by D a bounded open subset of R" which contains

the unit ball B(0, 1) and is such that
1 2

(10) the embedding H (D) <—> L (D) is compact.

This is the well-known Rellich property and is satisfied if D has a continuous

boundary: see Edmunds and Evans [6, Chapter V] for this and other results.

As a consequence of the IMS localization formula we conclude that

(11) P[9]= í[|V^|2+ík|2]í/x+¿/' [IVjiJytf+qlJyf-WjjfMdx
JD i=x JDC

where Dc = Rn \D. It was recognized by Uchiyama and Zhislin that for

PN the property of having a finite number of bound states depends on the

behavior of the potential in truncated cones: for P these are the T(cok : 6k, \),

k = I, ... , m ,in which /[ is supported. This fundamental fact is reflected in

the next two parts of our basic hypothesis ß?. There is an implicit assumption

that D has a Lipschitz boundary.

ßf(2)   There exists e, > 0 and a function o defined on dD such that

/.
[\VA(Jxtp)\2 + (q-ex\x\  2)\Jxtp\2]dx

Dc

> 1(P) [  \Jxtp\2dx+ (   o\J¡tp\2ds
Jdc Jod

for all peC"(R").

ßT(3)   For some c, g (0, 1) and C, > 0
L t2

/    o\Jxtp\ dx > -e2 / \VA<p\ dx-CE   / \tp\ dx
JdD JD 23d

for all i9€C0°°(R").

Hypothesis ¿F(3)  holds if o_ G L7(dD)  for  y = n - 1   when  n > 2 and

y G (1, co] when n = 2 (see [10, Lemma 1]).

The hypotheses ßf(2) and ß?(3) can be replaced by the single hypothesis

obtained by combining the two, namely

ß?(2')  There exist ex, e2 e (0, 1) and C£ > 0 such that

fD¡[\VA(Jxtp)\2 + (q-ex\x\-2)\Jxtp\2]dx

>1(P) [  \Jxtp\2dx-e2 [ \VAtp\2dx-C£  [\<p\2dx.
JDc JD 2 JD
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However, we felt that it is helpful to express them separately, although we shall

revert to ß?(2 ) in our main Theorem 17 in §3 for technical reasons. We ask

the reader to bear in mind that in the rest of this section %A{f¿) can replace

SIT(2) and ¿F(3).

Lemma 8. // ST'l) and ¿T(3) hold then, for all tp G C0°°(R"),

(12) p[tp]>Z(P) [  \Jxtp\2dx + h[cp],
JD'

where h[tp] = h[tp, tp] and

h[<P, <p]-=  [[(l-e2)(VAtp,VAy/) + (q-CE )tpy/]dx
(13) Jd 2

+      [(VAiJ2<P),VAiJ2V)) + i<l-Ce\x\  2)J2tpW]dx.
J Dc '

Proof. Since A(x) is bounded, then by Lemma 7(v)

2

£ |V^7((x)|2 < {exJx(x)2 + C£i/2(x)2}|xf2
i=i

for |x| > 1 . On substituting this in (11) we obtain

P[<P]>  f[\^A<P\2 + a\<p\2]dx
JD

+ f [\VA(JX<P)\2 + (Q - ex\x\-2)\Jxtp\2]dx
JD'

+ [ [\VAiJ2<p)\2 + {q-C \x\-2)\J2<p\2]dx
Jdc '

and (12) follows from ST'l) and ^(3) (or ;F(2') ).

We shall regard the form h as acting in the weighted space L (Rn ; w dx),

where

1 for x G D,
(14) w(x)= ,

l. J2(x)    for x £ D.

Also, we shall use the notation

i(VA(wtp), Vfwtp))dx
JR

:= [ (VA<p,V4ip)dx+ [ (VA(J2tp),VA(J2ip))dx
JD JDL

for tp g C0°°(R"). Note that V fwtp) is not defined on dD.
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The final part of our hypothesis is

Given e, > 0 there exists C   > 0 such that
3 ti

/   qfwtpf dx < e3 /   \VA(w<p)\ dx + C£   /   \wtp\ dx
JR"     ' JR" 3 JR"

for all tpGC™(R").

This part of the hypothesis compares with condition (l)(iv)'.

Proposition 9. If ßt(2)-(4) are satisfied then the form h  in (13) defined for

tp,  \p G C™(Rn) is densely-defined, symmetric, bounded below, and closable in

L2(Rn;w2dx).

Proof. It is clear that h is densely defined and symmetric. Also, by %A(4), for

all tpGC™(Rn),

h[<p]>(l-ef [  \VA(J2tp)\2dx+ [ (q+-Ce\x\-2-C )\J2tp\2dx
JDC JD' ' 3

+ (1 -e2-e3) / \VAcp\2dx+ \ (q+-Ce -C )\cp\2dx,
JD JD 2 3

where e3 > 0 is arbitrary.  Thus, if e = e2 + e3 < 1  we conclude that there

exists c£ > 0 such that

h[tp]>(l-e) [  \VA(wtp)\2dx+ f (q+-ce)\wtp\2dx.
Jr" Jr"

Hence there exists a = a(e) > 0 such that

(16) h[tp] + a\\tp\\2w > (1 - e)      \VA(wtp)\2 dx +      q+\wco\2 dx + \\tp\\2w ,
Jr" Jr"

where || • ||((, denotes the norm in L (Rn ; w dx). It follows that h is bounded

below.

To prove that  h   is closable, we consider a sequence of functions  tpn G

C™(Rn) satisfying

(17) h[tpn-tpj^0, IkX-O

as n , m —► oo ; we are required to show that h[tpn] —► 0. From (16) we see

that (17) implies

(17a) f [\VA(w[cpn - tpj)\2 + \w[cpn - <pj2]dx - 0
Jr"

(17b) f (q+ + l)\w[cpn-tpm]\2dx^0
Jr"

(17c) /   \w<pn\2^0.
JR"

Since A  is locally bounded below by a positive number, (17a) implies that

for any compact set Q, {wtpn} is Cauchy in H](Q), i.e., in accordance with
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our notation in (15), {tpn} is Cauchy in //'(DnQ) and {./2ç>„} is Cauchy in

Hx(Dcf\Çi). Since //'(Q) is continuously embedded in L2(Q) c L2(R") it

follows from (17c) that wtpn —> 0 in H (Ci).

Since A is bounded above on R", then for some C > 0,

j^Awçfl2] + \wtpf] < C\\wtpn\\2HÍ(a) -> 0.

Consequently, {wtpn} converges weakly to zero in the completion of C^°(R")

with respect to the norm

/ [\VA(wtp)\2 + \wtp\2]dx
JR"

and from ( 17a) we obtain

(18) [ [\*Aiw<pn)\2 + \w<pn\2]dx->0.
JR"

From (17b), {wtpn} is Cauchy in L (Rn ; (q+ + 1 ) dx) and in view of (17c)

its limit must be zero:

(19) f (q+ + l)\wtpn\2dx^0.
JR"

Since

%„]</  [\VAiwtpn)\2+ q+\wtpn\2]dx
JR."

it follows from (18) and (19) that h[tpn] —► 0 and so h is closable. The proof

is therefore complete.

Let h denote the closure of h in L (ßf ; w dx). Its domain 2¡(h) is

identified with the completion of C^°(R") with respect to the norm ||-||A defined

by

(20) \\<P\\l-=h[tp] + a\\tp\\2w,

where a is any positive number for which (16) is satisfied. Let H denote the

lower semibounded, selfadjoint operator in L (Rn ; w dx) associated with h

by the First Representation Theorem, i.e.

iHyf, (p)w =h[ip, tp]

for all tp G D(H) c D(h) and tp g D(h), where (•, -)w is the inner product on

L2(Rn;w2dx).

Next, we establish a result of the type obtained by Persson in [20] for the

least point of the essential spectrum ae(H) of the above operator H.

Theorem 10. Let ¿F(2)-(4) be satisfied and with Bk:=B(0,k), k = 1,2, ... ,

define

lk:=mf{h[tp]:ipGC™(Bck),   \\<p\\w = l}
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and

Then

I := lim /. = sup lk .
k-><x> £>1

infoe(H) = l.

Proof. Let X G a (H) with a singular sequence {tpn} , i.e.

<pnGD(H),        \Wn\\w = l,        V„^0,        (H-kI)y/n^0

in L2(R" ; w2 dx). For all tp G D(h) we have

h[Wn , <P] = i[H - U]xpn , cp)w + l(\pn ,<p)w^0

and

iv„, <P)h :=h[V„, <P] + a(y/n, <p)w^0.

Thus y/n -- 0 in D(h). Since C^°(R") is dense in D(h), there exists a se-

quence {tpn} in C^°(R") such that \\ipn - tpn\\h —> 0 as n —* oo. This implies

that tpn - 0 in Z)(Ä), ||^„ - pj^ -» 0 and ||^„||ro -» 1 since ||i//Ju, = 1.

Also from

Ä[^] = ([/L-A/]^,^)tl,+A||.7/„E-A

it follows that h[tpn] —► A. Hence, in summary we have

f(a)    P„eC0°°(R"),

(b)    tpn - 0 in /)(/*),

(c)   II^IL-i,
I (d) h[tpn]^k.

Let /c be a sufficiently large positive integer in order that D c Bk and choose

to satisfy

1    for x g Bk ,

(21

e g c~(r"

0(x) =
0   forx^5jt+1,

0(x)e[O, l],and |V0(x)| is bounded on R". For all <pGC™(R"), (l-d)cp g

C(¡°(Bck) and so

ik\\i\ - e)<p\\2w < h[(i - e)tp]

=  [ [|V4([1 - 6]J2tp)\2 + (q-C£ |xf 2)|[1 - d]J2cp\2]dx
Jb{ '

<(l+âf [ (l-d)2\VA(J2tp)\2dx + C(o0)¡     \J2tp\2dx,

+ /   {(1 -0)2[<7+-C£ kr2]-^_ + ^_}|72í3|2í/x,
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where ôQ > 0 is arbitrary and rj = 1 - (1 - d)2 G C™(Bk+x),

<i^+Sf íc\VA(J2tp)\2dx+ í(q-Ce¡\x\-2)\J2tp\2dx
J B[ J B'k

+ [ niQ- + C£ \xf2)\J2<p\2 dx + C(Sf [    \J2tp\2 dx
}K ' JBk+i

<h[tp] + ö0[   \VA(J2tp)\2dx+ f  n(q_ + C£\x\-2)\J2<p\2dx
Jb{ Jb¡

Í (q_ + CE)\tp\2dx + C(S0) [     \J2cp\2dx

from (13). Hence, from (16) and (20), for any <51 > 0 there exists C(<5,) > 0

such that

lk\\il - 0)9\\l <h[ço] + ôxy\\2h+ [  m_\wq>\2dx + Ciôx)f     \wtp\2dx.
JR" JBk+¡

By ß?(4)  and (16), given any ô2 > 0 there is C(<52) > 0 and an absolute

constant C > 0 such that

1/2

/   iq_\wtp\ dx < I      q_\wtp\ dx I   q_\wrpp\ dx\
JR" (il" JR" J

<C\\çn\\Aô22\\tp\\2h + C(ô2)Js     \wtp\2dx

since t] = 0 outside Bk+X . On substituting in (22) with tp = tpn , we obtain if

'*>0

/»{llfJL-llflf.U <'*ll(i-»)fjli

<h[tpn] + ôx\\tpfh + C(ôx)(     \wtpn\2dx
(23) Jsk+I

+ C\\<pJ\Aâ22\\tpn\\2h + C(ô2)Jg    ¡wtp/dxl      ;

this remains true for lk < 0 if the sign is reverse in the first bracket.

The next step is to prove that fB \wtpf2 dx —► 0. Since tpn —- 0 in D(h)

we have that ||^n||A < C. Hence from (16) and the fact that A is positive, we

get

/    [|V(^J2 + l™Pj2]<Lx<C(/c)
JB,.,

2,
Hence {wtpn} is precompact in L (Bk+X). Thus there is a subsequence (which

we continue to denote by {wtpn} for simplicity of notation) such that wtpn —*

O, say, in L (Bk x).   Let x^+i  denote the characteristic function of Bk+X .
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Then <D*fc+1/w G L2(Rn ; w2 dx) and

/     |<I>|2£Lt=  lim  /     (wtp)Q>dx
In n—»oo Ir,

JBk+i Jbk+\

= lim(ipn,®xk+xw~i)v
n—»«-vi " rí~r i uW—"OO

= 0

since <pn — 0 in D(À) implies that ç>w — 0 in L2(R" ; w2 dx). This last

assertion follows from the fact that A is closed and hence D(h) is continuously

embedded in L2(R" ; w2 dx). Hence 0 = 0 and

/     \wtpf\ dx -* 0

as asserted. On allowing n —> oo in (23) and noting that

\\Q<P„tv < /     I^^J^x,

we obtain from (21) that

lk < A + C[<5, + ¿2].

Since <5[ and 62 are arbitrary and C is independent of A: we conclude that

/ < A and hence / < infafH).

We now prove that / > infofH). Let p < infofH). Then in (-oo, p),

o(H) consists of a finite number (M say) of eigenvalues kn , repeated according

to multiplicity, with corresponding eigenfunctions ipn say. Then, for all tp G

D(H),

M
~ 2 f

h[ip] = (Htp,<p) = J2*n\i<P>(yn)w\ +       kd(Ex<p,tp)w,
n=l J"

where {Ef¡ is the spectral resolution of H,

> T,XN\^,Vn)J + /i\r - f "\diEk<p,V)w,
• I J — oo      J —oo )

M M

(24) ~Y.W*>*n)J+Mft-¿L\l***n)J
n=\

M

= XX - /*)\Í9 > ¥n)J2 + P\W\|2

n=\

Since D(H) is dense in D(h) it follows that (24) also holds for all tp G D(h).

Now choose tp  G C^°(R"), j = 1,2, ... , with disjoint supports and such that

(25) %,]-/, IIP,IL = 1-
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Since {tp.} is orthonormal, 9.^ 0 in L2(Rn ; w2dx) and hence on allowing

j —► oo in (24) with tp = tp^ we get

l>p.

Since p < infofH) is arbitrary, we conclude that / > inf oe(H) and the proof

is complete.

Corollary 11. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 10

min{K(co:P):  co G S"~l \U} < I

for an open set U containing the unit vectors {cofj™ in Lemma!. If, in addition

A%A(l) is satisfied relative to {aik}™, then "L(P) < I and hence H has only a

finite number of eigenvalues (counting multiplicity) below "L(P).

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 of Agmon [1], for all tp g C^°(Dc) and any ô > 0 there

is Rô such that

h[<p]=   i [\VA(J2tp)\2 + (q-CE\xr2)\J2<p\2]dx
Jdc '

>  [ [AR(x:P)-ô-CE\x\-2]\J2tp\2dx
JR" '

whenever R > Râ, AR(x: P) being defined in Definition 3. Hence, for k

sufficiently large and R> R¿

lk > inf{AÄ(x: P):xg (supp J2) A) Bck} - 28

whence

/ > liminf{A„(x: P): x G (supp Jf) nBck}-23
k—»oo

and, since ö is arbitrary and R> Rs is the only restriction on R, we have

(26) />  lim liminf{A„(x: P): xg (supp/,) n #f} .
R-.oo   k^oo K ¿ k

It follows from (26) that given a > 0 there exist Rx and a sequence {x^} c

(suppJ2) n/?£ such that for k large

/ > AR (xk : P) - Ô .

From Lemma 7 it is clear that there is an open set U containing {tofs™ such

that xk/\xk\ G S"~l \ U . Since {xk/\xk\} is bounded it contains a subsequence

converging to some co0 G Sn~l \ U . Therefore, for every e > 0 there exist A£,

kc > 0 such that

B(xK,Rx)cT(w0:e,Ne)

with k£ —* oo and A£ —» oo as e —> 0. This implies that

AR¡(xK:P)>Z(co0:e,NE)

by Definitions 2 and 3. Thus

l>l(co0:e,NE)-ô

whence
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l>K(co0:P)

and the first part of the corollary is proved. The remainder of the proof follows

since / = infofH) by Theorem 10.

Our main result is

Theorem 12. Let (l)(i)-(iv) and ß?(l)-(4) be satisfied. Then H has only a

finite number of bound states.

Proof. We first show that (12) has an extension to tp G 2¡(p). By definition, if

tp G AAAAA(p) then there exists a sequence {tpn} in C^°(R") such that

p[<P-<Pn]^0,        \\<p-<pJ->0.
If a is such that (16) holds, we deduce from (12) that

Q<h[<pn-cpm] + a\\tpn-tpm\?w

<p[<Pn-<Pj + (a+\I.(P)\)\\tpn-tpJ2^0

since w(x), Jx(x)g[0, 1]. Hence h[tpn - tpm] —> 0 and

IIo?   —©II    < 2||a»   — »||—»0.

This implies that tp viewed as an element of L (R": w dx) is in 21(h) and

h[tp] = Hmn^ooh[tpn]. On putting cp = tpn in (12) and allowing n —► oo we

obtain

(27) p[tp] >I(P) [  \Jxtp\2dx + h[cp]
Jdc

for all tpG3A(p)c3(h).

We know from Corollary 11 that H has only a finite set of eigenfunctions

E := {\px, ... , >pk} corresponding to eigenvalues below Y,(P). Let <p G 3(p)

be orthogonal to {w ipx, ... , w tpk} in L (Rn). Then, from above, we have

that tp G 2(h) and is orthogonal to E in L2(R" ; w2 dx). Hence

h[tp]>Z(P)\\tp\\2w

and from (27)

p[cp]>l(P){ [\Jxtp\2dx+ f\J2tp\2dx+ Í \tp\2dx\ =-L(P)\\tp\\2

since /, + J2 = 1 in Dc. It follows that H has at most k bound states.

In [29] Simon gives a result (Theorem C.8.2, p. 517), largely due to Allegretto

and Piepenbrink, which is related to Theorem 12, but with conditions on q

which are too severe to include applications to A-body Schrödinger operators

for A > 2. Simon conjectures that the implication (a) =>■ (c) in his theorem

is true under a much weaker hypothesis. If his conjecture is true then our

conditions ß?(2) and ß^(3) could be simplified.

3.   (A+ l)-BODY SCHRÖDINGER OPERATORS

Here we apply the results of § 1 to an important special case of the formal

operator P in (1). We refer the reader to Agmon [1] for elaboration of many

of the facts which we use.
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Consider an atomic type system of A particles (A > 2) each moving in

«v-dimensional space R" relative to a fixed nucleus that is assumed to have

infinite mass. The coordinates of the particles are denoted by x' G R" , / =

1, 2, ... , A, with the nucleus at the origin of R" . The formal Schrödinger

operator for such an (A + l)-body system is of the form

(28) P = -J2(2mi)-xAi + Yjv0l(x')+    £    v^x'-xf,
i = l «=1 i<i<j<N

where A(. denotes the «^-dimensional Laplacian with respect to the x' variable

and mi is the mass of the ith particle. When the particles are electrons moving

with respect to a fixed nucleus of infinite mass, each voi represents the binding

force of the nucleus while each v¡¡ represents the repulsive force between the

ith and jth electron.

The configuration space X of the system consists of the product of A copies

of R" , i.e. X = <g>*, R" . Points x G X are of the form x = (x1, x2, ... , xN)

where x' e R" and if x' = (x\, x2, ... , x'f, then x is identified with the

point (xx , x2, ... , xv, xx , ... , xv) in R" ; let / denote the identification

map. We define on X the new inner product

N

(29) (x,y)x:='£2mi(x',y'),
i=i

where x = (x , ... , x ), y = (y , ... , y  ) and (•, •) is the Euclidean inner

product on R" . This is related to the Euclidean inner product (•, •) on R"

by

(x,y)x = (GIx,IY),

where G is the (vN) x (vN) diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks (2mxf,

2m2Iv , ... , 2mNIf) , Iv being the identity matrix on R" . The identification

map /: x —> R" is viewed as the coordinate map of the «vA-dimensional

Riemannian manifold X with the inner product (-,-,) x . The gradient Vxcp

of tp G Cl(X) is the function

Vxtp: x h^ ((2mi)~xVxtp(x), ... , (2mN)~xVNcp(x)),

where V( is the gradient with respect to x'. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on

X is

^:=£(2".,r'A,-
1=1

With this notation the formal Schrödinger operator (28) can now be written as

P = -Ax + V,

where V is the potential of the system; namely,

N

vix) = T,voiixi)+ E viM'-x*)-
í=l l<i<j<N
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The sesquilinear form px associated with P in L (X) is given by

PX[<P ,W]=      ¥P<P dxx = / {{Vxtp, Vxljf)x + Vtpljj} dxx
Jx Jx

for tp , tp g C™(X), where the measure dxx induced by (•, -)x on X is given

by

*x
,I//V T-rV

dxx = yfgdx ■••dx

and g = det G = 2vN \\¡=x m] . Thus

(30) px[<p,w] = Vs[ M      \^i2mi)-x(Vi<p,VJJ) + V<p'w\dxl-dx

The map

c7 : tp h-> g      tp o I

is unitary from L2(RpN) onto L (X) and furthermore, for (3, \p G C™(R"  )

(31) px[Utp, Uip] = j    l¿(2m/r1(V^, V^) + K^l rfJC =: p[p, it/],

where p is the form associated with P in L (R"  ).

We shall assume that the functions vtj in the potential V are real-valued

and satisfy

(i)       vu G Li2oc(R") and J™,"yiy) = °   for 0 < 7 < / < A,

(32) (Ü)       wtf>0   for 1 <i<j< N,

(iii)       (üoj.)_ e A/l0C(R")   forl</<A.

As noted in §2, we may replace 32(iii) by the analogue of l(iv)'. We shall use

this fact in §4, Example 6.

In [1, Lemma 4.7] and the discussion [1, pp. 67, 71] Agmon proves that the

conditions (32) ensure that P satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition l(with

q = V ) as an operator in R" and hence p is bounded below and closable

in L2(RvN). From (31) and the fact that U: L2(R"N) -» L2(X) is unitary, it

follows that px is also bounded below and closable in L2(X). Furthermore

(31) extends to the domains of the closures px , p of px , p respectively, i.e.

3(px) = \A3(p) and

px[Utp, Uy/] = p[tp, ip]

for all tp, ip g 3í(p). If Hx, H are respectively the selfadjoint operators

associated with px , p by the First Representation Theorem then

Hx = UHU~l .

Therefore Hx and H are unitarily equivalent and thus share the same spec-

tral properties. We refer to Hx as the selfadjoint realization of the formal

Schrödinger operator P for the (N + 1 )-body system in L (X).
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,1/2For each unit vector cogX (i.e. |w|^ = (to, to)x   =1) set

J(to) :={ig{1,2, ... ,N}:w =0}

and

X01:={xgX:x' = 0 if / £ ./(<u)}.

If M = #J(to), then ATw  is the configuration space of a system of M + 1

particles with formal Schrödinger operator

(33) Pw:=   ^[-(2ml)-1Ai + voi(x')]+     £    »,,(x'' - xj).
i€J(co) i<j

ijeJ(oj)

If lm is the identification map Xa — R,jM and gw = 2"^ n,ey(û,) w*, then

Uw: V *~* Sf,  9 ° fif1  is unitary map from L2(R"M) onto L2(Xa). The form

associated with Pw in L (A^) is given by

(34)

J<8>„
J2 [i2m¡)  liVj<p,VjV) + voi<py/]

i€J(0))

+    J2    vutpy/\   (g)   dx
i<j I ieJ(w)

i,jeJ(w) )

for tp, ip G C^>(X(i)).   It is bounded below and closable in L (Xw) and we

denote the associated selfadjoint operator by Hw .

In [1, Lemma 4.11 and the subsequent discussion] Agmon proves the fol-

lowing characterization of the function K(co: P) in Definition 2 for w a unit

vector in X . The truncated cones are now

Tx(co: ô, R) := {x G X: (x, to) x > Ixl^cosá, |x|^ > R}

and

l(co:ô,R) := inf{px[tp]: tp g C™(Tx(co: ô, R)), \\tp\\ = 1}

where || • || is the norm on L (X).

Lemma 13. If'(32) holds then

(i) K(to: P) = inf{px[tp]: <p G C™(XJ, \\<p\\L2(XJ = 1} = infffiffj  //

J(a>) / 0 aw/ K(co: P) = 0 otherwise;

(ii) inf ae(Hx) = min|£u|=I ff(o>: />) = Z(P) ;

(hi) maxM=1A:(w: P) = 0.

An important consequence of Lemma 13(i) is that K(co: P) takes only a

finite number of values as co ranges over the unit sphere in X since there are

only a finite number of possible forms px  . Also from Lemma 13(1) and (ii)

(35) ™foe(Hx) = ,min[inf ff(77J]
M=i
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and this constitutes the main part of the celebrated HVZ theorem (see [12,

25, 32, 35]). Following Agmon in [1] we classify this alternatively as follows.

For each proper, nonempty subset J of {1, 2, ... , A} define

Xj :={xg X:x' = 0 if i £ J}

and let //, denote the selfadjoint realization in L (Xf of the formal operator

Pj defined as in (33) with J(co) replaced by J . Then

(36) inf oe(Hx) = min[inf o (Hj)],

where the minimum is taken over all proper nonempty subsets of J .

The first part of our main hypothesis in this section is

Mf(l) info(Hy)<   min  [info(H,)].
e      A #J<N~2 J

This assumption corresponds to Sigal's hypothesis in [25, Theorem 4.3] that

inf ae(Hx) is determined only by two-cluster breakups, i.e. inf oe(Hx) is de-

termined only by A-body Hamiltonians. In the event that equality occurs in

j/ ( 1 ) a phenomenon known as the Efimov effect may produce infinitely many

bound states even if V has compact support.

If s/(l) is assumed, then in Lemma 13(h)

infae(Hx) = K(co: P)

only if, for some i G {1, ... , N}, of ^ 0 and coJ = 0 if j ^ i. Since each

w'eí, there are u mutually orthogonal choices for co' and by Lemma 13(i),

K(co: P) is the same for each.

Let {c(l), ... , e(u)} be the canonical basis for R", i.e. e(i) has 1 in the

ith position and 0 elsewhere, and set

co(i,j) = (0,...,0,co'(j),0,...,0)GX

where co'(j) = (2mj)~1/2e(j). Then to(i, j), i = 1, ... , A, j = I, ... ,v ,

are unit vectors in X and from above K(co(i, j): P) does not depend on j .

For R > 0, define

DR:={xGX:\(x,to(i,j))x\<R,  i=l,...,N, j=l,...,v}

= {xeX:\xij\<R/J2m~i, i=l,...N, j=l,...,u}(37) ' v
N

= ®(-/</v/2^, R/yß^y
1=1

and set

(38) Y):=Yx(œ(i,j):ô(i,j),{)

where the ô(i, j) are small enough to ensure that the truncated cones Yl. are

disjoint in X. In what follows the partition of unity {/0, J¡ , Jf¡ will be that

constructed in Lemma 7 but now relative to the truncated cones Y' in X , and

the set D in hypothesis ßf will be DR in (37) with R sufficiently large.
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Lemma 14. Let (32) be satisfied. Then for R sufficiently large V satisfies ßf(4)

on q with D = DR.

Proof. Since V_ < "5fi=x(vof_ , it suffices to prove that each voi satisfies ß?(4).

Let D'R = (-R/y/2m¡, R/sf2mAf , the v-dimensional cube in R" , and

choose R to be sufficiently large that DR D Bx(0, 1), the unit ball in X,

and (voi)_ gL°°(R'/\Bi/{0, (R- l)/y/Im¡)) in accordance with (32)(i), where

BfO, r) denotes the ball center 0 and radius r in R" . Since (voi)_ G Mloc(R")

by (32)(iii) we obtain from Schechter [23, Theorem 7.3 on p. 138] (see also

Lemma 0.3 in Agmon [1, p. 10]) that for any e > 0, there exists a constant

K(e, R) such that

(39) [ (voi)_\wip\2dx' <e [   \Vtwip\2dx' + K(e, R) ¡   \wip\2dx
Jd'r Jd'r Jd'r

for all \p G C^°(X) which have supports in D'R as functions of x' (i.e. when

x1, j ^ i, are fixed). Note that w is now defined with respect to D = DR and

hence is 1 when x G DR and J2, a C°° function, otherwise.

The next step is to construct a partition of unity {hx, h2} in R" as in Lemma

7 of Appendix 2. These functions lie in C°°(R'f and satisfy

(i)       h] + h\ = l    in R" ,

(ii)        supphlcBfO,R/^2m~l),

(40) /     R_l\
(iii)       hx = 1    in/3„ [ 0."V

v ih2

It follows that

(iv)       |V,A. |2 + |V,/?,|2    is bounded in R"

(41
/=! \/=l /

Thus, for tp g C™(X), h¡9 has support in BfO, R/y/JmA) c D'R as a function

of x', and for any e > 0,

/  iv0l)_\wtp\2dx' =  / (vm)_\hxwtp\2dx'
JR" JBJ0,R/^2m,)

+ / (vm)_\h2w9\2dx¡
/R"\B1/(0,(R-l)/N/2ñrj)

— /   \V,(h¡wtp)\2dx' + K(e,R) f   \wh¡tp\2dx'
h)j*R Jd'r

<     E
(2m ¡

+ K(e, R) [  \h2wtp\2dx'
JR"
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since (voj)_ is bounded outside BtfO, (R-l)/y/2m~) in R" ,

613

^A^AaI   \Vl(w9)\2dx'+K(e,R)f  \wtp\2dx
i2mA) Jd,r yr

<e      \Vx(w<p)\xdx' + K(s, R)      \w<p\ dx
Jd' Jr"

on using (40)(i), (iv) and (41). On integrating with respect to xJ, j =¿ /, over

R" we obtain

ivoi)_\w<p\ dxx<e     \\,x(wtp)\xdxx + K(e, R) /  |w;^| dxx
Jx Jx Jx

and the lemma is proved.

We denote by px\9, <p: Q] the form (30) but with the integration over a set

fiel, and for k = 1, 2, ... , N we define

(42)    rk[9,ip:Cl]:= [
Jn

(2mk)    (Vk9,Vkip)

+ Vokixk)+       E      Vij(x'-XJ)

KJ
i=k or j=k

tpxp ' dxx

for to , \p g C™(X).

Lemma 15. Let (32) be satisfied. Then for â(k, j) sufficiently small

px[r.Tk\DR]>liP) f      \9\2dxx + Tk[r.Y)\DR]
JX\DR

for all 9GCf(Ykj).

Proof. First we show that for ô(k, j) sufficiently small

(43) Ykj\DR = Ykj\{xGX: |x* | < R/s/2m~k} .

The set on the right in (43) is obviously contained in that on the left.   Let

xgY^.\Dr. Then

^J2mk\x*\ = \(x, to(k, j))x\ > |x|A,cos«5(/V, j)

and since x ^ DR ,

\X¡\ > R/y/îr^i

for some ; and /. Thus

i   k,2       ,       ,    1,2 ,    /c.2,COS   6(k , j)
|xy|   >{mi\x,\  +mk\Xj\)--A—AA
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whence

,  Jfc.2     \m      cos2a(k,j)     \    í,2^D2,^
x,.    > < —'--A—il—\\x\   >R   2m,
ljl       \mk (I-cos? S(k, j)) j l ll k

for ô(k, j) small enough. Thus (43) is proved.

Now we set  Y = ®;=j R" — AX,k     .  We may view any x € X as x =

(y, z) where y G Y and z = xk G Z = R". We shall also denote this

decomposition as X = Y ®Z . If YlY denotes the projection of X onto Y we

then have from (43) that

ij \ DR = (UY(Yk)) ®{zeZ:\Zj\> Rls¡2mk}.

Hence, for any 9 G C™(Yj ),

px[9-.TkJ\DR]-xk[9:Ykj\DR]

= (2mkf2 [ px      [9(-,z):YlY(YkJ)]dz

> i2mk)'//2 f K(to(k,j): P)\\V(-, z)\\2L2{Y)dz
J\Zj\>R/y/2i^

by Lemma 13(i),

>Y.(P) I      \9\2dxx
Jx\dr

by Lemma 13(h). The lemma is therefore proved.

We are now in a position to prove the main theorem in this section which

follows as a corollary of Theorem 12. In an heuristic sense the theorem states

that, in the absence of an Efimov-type effect, there will be no more than a finite

number of bound states provided that (for each i = I, ... , N) the repulsive

strength of the /th electron with the other electrons is larger than the binding

strength of the nucleus when the /th electron is at a much greater distance from

the nucleus than any other electron.

Theorem 16. Suppose that V satisfies (32) and that s/(l) holds. For i =

1, 2, ... , A, and j = 1,2, ... ,v, let Y'} be defined in (38) and let DR be

defined in (37). Suppose that R is sufficiently large and â(i, j) sufficiently small

for Lemmas 14 and 15 to be satisfied. If there exist ex, e2 G (0, 1) such that

(44)

ï^-.Y' \DR]-ex |x|  2\9(x)\2dxx
JX\DR

f   |V/P|2^x-C   f   \tp\2d,x
Jd„ - Jd„

>-e2

for all 9 G C™(Y'f and all values of i, j , then Hx has only a finite number

of bound states.
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Proof. We have already noted that (32) implies that p satisfies the hypothesis

of Proposition 1. Also j/(1) and Lemma 13 imply that ßf(Y) is satisfied while

Lemma 14 establishes ß?(4). Lemma 15 and (44) yield

Px[9-T'j\DR]-ex |xr2|^(x)|2úíxx
JX\DR

>Z(P) [      \9\2dxx-s2[   \V9\2dxx-CE  [   \9\2dxx.
Jx\dr Jdr - Jdr

Hence the hypothesis ß?(2'), which can replace ßtv(2) and ß?(2>) in Theorem

12, is satisfied and the theorem is proved.

We express the hypothesis (44) thus, rather than in terms of a function a on

dDR in accordance with ßT(2) and ß?(3), because it is easier to verify in the

examples discussed in the next section.

Theorem 16 is comparable to Theorem 4.3 of Sigal [25] or Theorem 3.2.3

in Cycon, Froese, Kirsch, and Simon [4]. There the hypothesis corresponding

to s/(l) is that infoe(Hx) is attained only by two-cluster breakups and he

also assumes that a one-body Hamiltonian of the form -(1 - r¡)A + Wa on

L (Xf) ~ L (R") has only a finite number of bound states for all ô > 0 and

some t] G (0, 1) ; the potential Wa   is given by

wï'-={va,iaxy) + ô-{{(¥a,(iaXa)2ipa)-(ya,iaxava)2},

where for a given cluster decomposition a, Ia is the intercluster interaction

and y/a is a certain normalized ground state related to the internal Hamiltonian

of the cluster decomposition a : the function xa is the characteristic function

of the supp j where ja is an element of a Deift-Agmon-Sigal partition of

unity corresponding to the cluster decomposition a. We refer the reader to

[4, 22] for explanation of these terms and further details. Sigal notes in [25]

that the above result is essentially due to Zhislin and his colleagues [2, 31, 35,

37, 38]. Also it applies to the general A^-body problem of which P in (28)

is a special case (see [1, pp. 78-80]). Two applications of the result are given

in [4, 25], the first to A-body short-range potentials and the other proving

Zhislin's result in [37] mentioned in §1. However, as mentioned in [4], the

theorem is "abstract" in the sense that applications are very difficult requiring

knowledge of the ground states ipa , etc. Our alternative hypothesis (44) appears

to be much more amenable to applications as we demonstrate in §4.

4. Examples

Let

(45) Vi(x):=vjxi)+     Yl     «*/(**"*')
k<l

k = i or l=i

denote the potential in r,.[•]. We now give examples of V¡ for which (44) is

satisfied. Of course, Theorem 16 requires that V satisfy condition (32) as well

as .!/(!).
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Example 1. Suppose that

(46) Vi(x) = voi(\xJ\)+y£vk(\x'-xk\),

kjti

where the vk are nonincreasing and for some ô > 0

(47) liminf <
|x'|-»oo

xi\(.(ix'i)+x;^([i+^i
k=i
Hi

>0.

Then (44) is satisfied for R sufficiently large and ô(i, j) sufficiently small.

Proof. If x e T'. we have, for any k ^ i,

2mj|x'|   > (2mj\x'\~ + 2mfx | )cos 5(i,j)

whence

x    <
m.

in.

1/2

tan«5(/, j) |x'|<«S|x'|

for ö(i, j) small enough. Also, by (43), any x G Y'jDR satisfies

\xi\>\xij\>R/y/2m~i.

From (47) there exist positive constants e, , R0 such that

2e,
^■(i^D + EMn+^'i) > ja

k=i
kit'

for |x'| > R0 . Thus, from |x' -x | < (1 + <5)|x'| and the assumption that the

vk are nonincreasing, we obtain

vfx) - ^ ^vjlx'l) + Y2 vk(V +s]\*'\
_el_>JEL

k=\
kr/ti

Ix'l2 - Ix'l2

for all x G Y'. \ DR with R large enough. The assertion is therefore proved.

An important special case of Example 1 is

Example 2. Let Z G R and

(48)

7 n

vax) >-F^ + y.—

kit i

Then (47) is satisfied in each of the following cases:

(i)  0 < ßt.< a,,
(ii)  Z < A - 1  and 0 < ß. = a,..
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(Condition 32(iii) further requires that each a¡ < 2.)

Proof. For any 5 > 0 we have in the notation of (46)

N

voii\x'\) + ^vki[l+S]\x'\
fc=l

ar4:f-*+Bi+'>""Vr*
Ia I     [ k#

= *{-z+(N-i)(i+o)-ß>\xr<-ß<}.
\x I '

It now easily follows that (47) is satisfied in both cases for ó small enough.

The case a¡ = ßt■ = 1 of (ii) is the result of Uchiyama [30] and Zhislin [37]

mentioned earlier. To deal with Z = A - 1 when a( = ßi = 1, it appears

that properties of the ground state of an A-body operator are needed; see [25].

In order that each (voi)_ G MXoc(Rv), as required in 32(iii), each a- must be

strictly less than 2 (when v > 2 ).

In the remaining examples, Il(. denotes the projection of X onto the ith

copy of the R" . Hence, with {e(l), ... , e(v)} the canonical basis for R" ,

n<(r,/ü*) = W"- <*'.<*/)> > \x'\cosô(i,j), \x'\ > -JL j ,

D'R:=YllDR={—£=,^J\

and —e(j) is the outward normal to Yl^Y'f \ D'R .

Example 3. If v > 2 and

(49) liminf     |x'|2^.(x) > -^¿^~
R^ooxef\DR 8«7(.

then (44) is satisfied for R large enough.

Proof. The crucial step is the result obtained from the Friedrichs inequality in

[16, Theorem 1] with the choice of g(x') = ln|x'|. It is that for all 9 G C^°(Y'J)

2m
1       Í in     |2   .   1'       ÍV - 2)     f ,-2,    ,   ..2   ,   ;
— / |V,.p|   dx  > / \X I     \9(X)\  dx
**¡ •/n,(r;)\o^ «>",■    JryrjftDj,

2) r

i   JoD^nn^r))
wt       x-iuiwm*ds.

8/M..    JanLnntr'A     \x'\2
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Since |x'| = R/yfIm~¡ on dD'R n Yl^Y'A), we have that

/        \éf\vM2 + v,ix)\<p\2)dxi
Jn^'AD', ( 2m, )

>l lv,ix)+{-^^2\\9\2dxi-^7=2l[ |^|2,
- JnAvj}\D-R \ A        8™,|x'|2 j m 4^/2177-/? ya^nn|(rj)

> ex / |x| \<p\ dx' - / \tp\ ds
Jnir'AD' Jöo'nn.-(r')i,(r;)\D^ 7aD^nn,.(r;)

for some £, > 0 and R large enough, on using the hypothesis. For any e2 > 0

there exists C   > 0 such that
e2

/ \9\2ds<[ (e2\Vl9\2 + CE\9\2)dx!.
JdD^nn^f) Jn^r'^nD',, 2

Hence, in all we have

/ Í ¿lV^|2 + 1 W - 7% J H   Î **'
•/n,(r;)\D< [2m, ^ |x|2/       J

, /" Fpfdx'-C'   f Wfdx'
'n.irMnD' * ./n,(r',)nD'

(50)

>-s2 '
■T,(r;)nz)^ "^n,(rpno^

From (43), if x G T' and x' G D'R then we must have x G DR if ¿(/, j) is

sufficiently small. Hence, for x  G D'R fixed, the support of any tp e C^°(r')

lies in DR. Consequently, on integrating (50) with respect to x    for k f i,

we obtain (44).

Example 4. Let v > 2 , / G C2(R") and for x G Y'j\DR suppose that for some

e, >0

(51) (Vfx))_ + -^<Aifi(xi)
\x\

and

(52) lim       sup      |x'||V,/(x')|<^—.
^00.r'6n,(r;)\D^ bw«

Then (44) is satisfied for R large enough.

Proof. The proof is based on that of [10, Theorem 9], Choose R sufficiently

large that

l*W(*')i<^
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for xer'j\DR. Then for 9 e C™(Y'ß

f ,Jn,(V,
iVAx))_ +

2 j «
\9(x)\ dx

F))\»R

< [ A,./(x')|p(x)|2¿x''
JnAr'A\DR

<-[ Vlfi-e(j)\9\2ds + 2Í IV/HV^I^Ií/x'
^n,<r;)nöD^ Jn^r))^

</ Jntr'AndD'WjY
VI-^V-«C/))l*'r2'

x'l   'IV^HpIí/x'

\9\2ds

+ -L /        |v(.p|2i/x'
2mi ^n,(r;)\o^

Hence

i \^V^2+{Vi-ffi)^2]dx'^í °\9\2ds,
Jnl(Vj)\DfR \2mi \       \x\¿)       J /n,(r;.)naD^

where o is bounded. The rest follows as in Example 3.

Our next example is an application of Example 4.

Example 5. Let v > 2 and suppose that there is a function Q g LlXoc(0, 00)

such that for x € T' \ DR

(53) iV¡ix))_<Qi\x'\)

and

(54) lim       sup      Ix'l2-" [*   rlQ(t)dt<^.
R—.00 1   i.    „,    n\— Id om:

\x |>K/y'2m1 J K 1

Then (51) and (52) are satisfied.

Proof. From (54) there exist positive numbers e0 , R0 such that

.|jc'j

X 'I2"" r]t"-lQ(t)dt + 2e0<»
Jr 8m.

for xgY'j\ Dr and R>R0. Let

/(/) = f  51_,/ /  u"~lQ(u)duds + s0lnt.
Jr0        Jr0

Then

|x'||V,/(|x'|)| = |x
(.2-1/

/       'Jr„
Q(t)dt + e(
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and

A//(|x'|) = ß(|x'|) + (I/-2)eo|x,'r2.

Thus (51) and (52) are satisfied.

The final example gives the result of Zhislin and colleagues on short-range

potentials.

Example 6. Let v > 3 and in (45) suppose that (voi) G L"I2(RU) and vkl > 0

for k ^ 0. Then Hx has only a finite number of bound states if sZ ( 1 ) is

satisfied.

Proof. Let 9 G C^>(Y'J). By Holder's inequality and Sobolev's Embedding

Theorem (see [6, Theorem III.3.6]) we obtain

f      iv0,)-\9\2dx'<((       (vjj2dx')   "if W2"/("-2W}
Jr"\D'r \JR"\D'R J UK" J

<}'([      (vjfdx1)      f  \Vi(p\2dx'
\Jr"\d'r J     Jr"

1-2/v

for some constant y . Given e > 0 we choose R = R(e) such that

2/v

7\ ivJTdx'i      <e/2m,       (i=l,...,N)(f       iv0,)-2dA      <e/2mt
\Jr"\d'r j

Then, we have

(55) f       (v0l)_\9\2dx <el2m¡ [  |V,c>|2¿x'.
Jr"\d'r Jr"

Also, Hardy's inequality gives

(56) /   IfUx'< _*       /"  |V,p|W.
Jr- x (v - 2r Jr"

Hence, for all 9 G C^>(Y'J),

LA^f'«
2

+ w-w \9\   \ dx'

>     1
(V - 2)      ) JR"\D'R lmi

-■¿-I   \V,9\2dx-^£ f   \V,9\2dx
2m, J^   '" (l,_2)2   V   •"'

which yields (44) on choosing e, = e < (1 + 8"2'.s )~ and e2 = (2^- + (l/^2^)£;

recall that in view of (43), if the S(i, j) are small enough, any x e T' with

x' e D'R must lie in /)Ä.
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We must next show that ß?(4) is satisfied under the present hypothesis.

First, we write (voi)_ = hXi + h2i, where hXi G L°°(Rf) and (/r h2i dx') <

e/2mi. It then follows that for all 9 G C%°(X)

/  ivo,)-\J29\2dx' =  /  (hXi + h2l)\J29\2dx
Jr." Jr"

<\\hXl\\L~{r)\\J29\\2r + y(jh¡l2dx'^   " ||V,(72f))||2,

^ ^\\Vi(J2<P)\\í + C(£)\\(J2<P)\\2r"

Also, on using the Sobolev Embedding Theorem for H](D'R) <-* L2"/l/ 2(D'R)

(see [6, Theorem V.4.13])

/.
' , («„Uff dx' < WhJ^^M2^ + ^{\\yt9ÙR + \\<p\\2D>}
L) p /

<^IIVIlii + c(«)||<.

On integrating with respect to the other variables xJ, j ^ i, we see that ßf(4)

is satisfied. Note also that 1 (iv)' has been established. The result is therefore

proved.

5. Appendices

Appendix 1. Proof of Proposition 1.

Let AR(x : P) be the function defined in Definition 3. In [1, Lemma 2.3]

Agmon proves that given £ > 0 there exists R  > 0 such that

p[9]> [ (AR(x, P) - e)\9(x)\2]dx
Jr"

for all <p G C^°(R") and any R > R£. From this and Proposition 4(h) it

follows easily that p is bounded below (see [1, p. 46]). It is clear that p is

densely defined in L (R") and symmetric. Hence we only need to show that p

is closable.

Without loss of generality we assume for the rest of the proof that

Pl9]> \\9\\2-

Then p[-] is a norm on C^°(R"); this is the norm denoted by ||| • ||| by

Agmon in the proof of his Theorem 3.2 in [1]. Let V be the completion of

C^°(R") with respect to p[-] . The key fact is that proved by Agmon in [1,

Lemma 3.1], namely that there exists a positive continuous function k on R"

for which

p[9] + \\9\\2> f  /c(x)[|V^(x)|2 + |^(x)||r/7(x)|2]i/x
Jr"
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for all 9 gC™(R") . It follows that for any compact set fiel"

(57) 2p[tp] > p[9] + \\9\\2 > K(Q) [ [|V^|2 + \q\\<p\2]dx ;
Jn

where

K(Sl) = mink(x) >0.

Let {9m} be a sequence of C(D3°(R")-functions which is p-convergent to 0, i.e.

\\<P„\\ —* 0 and p\9n - 9m] —> 0 as n , m —> oo . To prove that p is closable we

must show that p[tpm] —» 0. From (57) and the fact thi.i A(x) > p(x)I, where

p is a positive continuous function, it follows that {9m} is Cauchy in Hl(Sl)

and also in the weighted space L (Q; \q\dx). Since 9m —» 0 in L (Rn) we

have that 9m —> 0 in both H (SI) and L (SI; \q\dx). Hence, as A is bounded

on R", we conclude that

(58) f[V^J2 + |<7||pJ2]^0
Jn

and this is true for any compact subset Q of i" . Let t// denote the limit of
.oc

0

p[y/, 9]=  lim p[q>     9] -» 0

{9  } in V and, for tp g C¡f(Rn), set SI = supptp . Then

from (58). This proves that 1// = 0 in V and hence the proof is complete.

Appendix 2. Proof of Lemma 7.

Choose 9X , 92G C°°(0, 00) satisfying the conditions

9x(t), 92(t)G[0, I]   for ?e [0, 00),

1      te [(m+ l)/2, 00),
fit)

0,    re[0, /],

and
1,    tG[0,(m + l)/2),

0,    t G [m, 00),

where 0 < I < m < 00. Define

92it)

hi(t) = 9,it)[92xit) + 922i0]~U2,        1 = 1,2.

Then

10,

,  1,    t > m
h¡

t<l,

h¡(t)e[0, 1]   for/>0,  i= 1, 2, and

Äf(i) + Ä2(0 = l    for?>0.

For iy^. and Sk given in the hypothesis let m = cos^/2 and / = cos^ . The

function hx((x, tok)/\x\) isa C°°(R,! \ {0})-function whose support lies in the
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cone Y(tok: ôk,0). In Y(cok: ôk/2, 0) the function is identically equal to 1.

Define
m

jfx) = Y,hii(x' wk)i\x\)
k=i

and

/2(x) = [l-;2(x)]'/2

for x f 0 . Since the cones {Y(cok : ök , 0)}k=x are mutually disjoint then

m

j]ix) = ^/z2((x, tof)l\x\)E'-;
k=i

and for x ^ 0

( 1,        xeR"\ljr=ir(co,:¿,,0),k=ií \™k- "k

0,        xeUr=irK:^/2,0),
k h2((x, tok)/\x\),       x G Y(tok : Sk , 0), k = I, ... , m.

Hence, ;, , j2 g C°°(Rn \ {0}) and j2 + j] = 1 for x / 0.

Let ip(x) G C0°°(ß(0, 3/4)) with y/(x) = 1 for x G B(0, 1/2) and \p(x) G

[0, 1] for all x. Define

fi(x) = (l-ip(x))ji(x)   for/= 1,2.

Then
1,    |x|>3/4

|x| < 1/2.
f2x(x) + fi22(x) = ^

Let fi0(x) G C0°°(ß(0, 1)) with fifx) = 1 for x e 5(0, 3/4) and /0(x) €[0,1]
for all x . Finally, define

fix) = fi(x)[fi2(x) + fi2(x) + fi¡(x)]-1'2

for i = 0, 1,2. Conditions (i)-(iv) of the conclusion of Lemma 7 are clearly

satisfied. Next, we show that condition (v) is satisfied as well.

By condition (iv) of Lemma 7, VJt is homogeneous of degree -1 for |x| > 1

and i = 1,2.  Hence, it will suffice to show that (v) holds on S"~   = {x g

R": |x|= 1}. Let

Ck = Y(œk:ôk/2,{)nS"-1

for k = I, ... , m . Then, the sets Ck , k = I, ... , m , are mutually disjoint

and
2 m

£|V./,M|2 = 0   for^eljq.
i=l k=l

For Sg(0, 1/2) define

C(S) = {cogS"~[: Jx(co) > 1 - 0}.
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Then C(ô) D (Jk=x Ck . Since Jx(to) and £2=i l^^ii00)^ are uniformly con-

tinuous on S"~ , there is a 3 = S(e) sufficiently small in order that

2

^|V/((w)|2 <e/2   for œeC(3).
:=i

Since Jx (co) > j on C(3), then

2

^|Vy;(w)|2<£/2(co), COGC(3).

«=1

On S"-\C(3), J2(to) = l-J2(co)>3. Let B be the bound for £2=1 \VJ,(co)\2

on S"~l and set C£ = B/3 . Then for co G Sn~[ \ C(3)

2

Y,\^Jiico)\2<CE3<CEJ¡(to).
«=i

Hence, (v) holds for any to G S"~ . (Related constructions may be found in

[25].)

Added after review. The referee has kindly informed us of a recent paper by

S. A. Vugal'ter and G. M Zhislin, On the spectrum of Schrodinger operators

of multiparticle systems with short-range potentials, Trans. Moscow Math Soc.

(1987), 97-114. In that paper the authors study the problem of finiteness of

the number of bound states of multiparticle systems with "virtual levels" being

present in subsystems. The potentials are short-range. (We refer the reader to

that paper for the definition of virtual levels. Yafaev [34] gives an intuitive

discussion as well.) Conditions ßAA'(l) and sé (I) above exclude the possiblity

that Z(P) could be zero and that virtual levels could be present in subsystems.

This phenomenon is a key ingredient for the occurrence of the Efimov effect

mentioned earlier. Previous work studying the presence of virtual levels in

subsystems of N-body operators and their influence on the number of discrete

eigenvalues have only considered the case N = 3. Vugal'ter and Zhislin obtain

results for the case N > 4 in their latest paper. Among other things, their

results show that for A > 4 the existence of two 2-particle subsystems with

virtual levels does not necessarily lead to an infinite number of bound states, in

contrast to the case when A = 3 .
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